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New Vela: the evolution
of Lippert’s
pop-up roof

The new Lippert Vela, the second generation of its pop-up roof, will be premiered at the Caravan Salon
Düsseldorf 2021. Developed and produced in Europe, Lippert pop-up roofs are built with a twin sheet
thermoformed technique. Sturdy and light, they offer a spacious extra, very well equipped bedroom.

E

xactly one year after the launch of its first development of a
pop-up roof, Lippert is presenting an evolved version of Vela
at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf 2021. This folding roof is produced in Europe and uses a thermoforming process called twin sheet.
This involves the joining of two thermoformed sheets with an air gap
between them. In this way, avery robust, but at the same time light
roof is achieved with a weight reduction of 20 or even 30 percent
compared to similar fibreglass products. In addition, it is possible to
force hot or cold air into the cavity to air-condition this additional
room.
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Thanks to the twin sheet technology, Lippert was able to create a
larger than average folding roof, able to contain a double bed measuring 200 x 130 cm, without increasing its weight. Another advantage of this technology, compared to fibreglass pop-up roofs, is the
possibility of industrializing production, so it is possible to mass produce large volumes while maintaining constant quality standards. The
lifting system is another original feature. It has a double mechanism,
both pantograph and folding, which allows for more space in height
even on the lower side of the roof.
“Compared to the first version, Vela will have greater interior space”,
says Tommaso Gasparrini, aftermarket manager Lippert RV Europe;
“We have made sure that, once opened, the roof is much higher
at the front and rear. And to date, our analysis shows the
pop-up roof for the Fiat Ducato has greater interior space
than all its competitors. We have also modified and simplified the roof release system to open it. Now a single lever
frees the two safety catches at the same time ”
The new Vela is available for the Fiat Ducato, Citroën Jumper and
Peugeot Boxer with H2 roof and lengths L2, L3 and L4 (i.e. 541,
599 and 636 cm). Vela creates a real additional room equipped
with autonomous lighting thanks to perimeter lights and spots
for reading, sockets for charging smartphones and air conditioning vents. The washable and removable fabric is fireproof and
can be combined with a special insulated sheet with a waterproof outer layer and an insulating inner layer.
Vela is also designed for the installation of portholes and
photovoltaic modules, and can also accommodate a roof
air conditioner.
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R-Bike also
available for
Mercedes Sprinter,
Ford Transit and
Volkswagen Crafter
After launching the R-Bike carrier for the Fiat Ducato,
the first modular bike rack system for campervans,
it is now time for versions designed for the
popular Mercedes Sprinter, Ford Transit
and Volkswagen Crafter mechanics

R

-Bike, developed and designed by Lippert’s European division to carry two
e-bikes with ease and safety, is a revolutionary and flexible system that offers a new
family of bike racks, ideal for traveling tourists
who love sporty and dynamic holidays. Thanks
to a system of modular accessories, R-Bike can
also carry skis, snowboards, surfboards or can
be equipped with a storage box.
After the initial development of the product
for the Fiat Ducato and its counterparts the
Citroën Jumper and Peugeot Boxer, Lippert is

completing the range by making R-Bike available also for other popular vehicles in the
campervan segment. The complete R-Bike
range will be presented at the Caravan Salon
in Düsseldorf, where Lippert will have a large
stand and several products from its aftermarket and OEM catalogue for Europe.
The specifications of the new models are similar to the version for the Fiat Ducato, starting
with a weight of only 10 kg, which makes
R-Bike competitive with any other bicycle or
roof rack system on the market. The frame
has oval section aluminum tubes (30 x 45
mm) which are oxidated and painted, a solution that offers better structural solidity than
round tubes and enables R-Bike to have a remarkable maximum load capacity of up to 40
kg in any configuration. Furthermore, R-Bike
can be easily installed with a new gluing system that uses a single-component polyurethane mastic: the bike carrier is mounted on
the tailgate of the van without screws and

without drilling any holes in the original vehicle body.
“Holidays with recreational vehicles are a
trend that is now stronger than ever and
which, in our vision, will also be confirmed in
the years to come” comments Tommaso Gasparrini, Aftermarket Sales Manager, Lippert
RV Europe. “The campervan, without any
doubt, is the vehicle that marks the direction
of the present and future market. Through
the study of this innovative range of bicycle
racks, Lippert wants to reach both the aftermarket customer and the OEM market of the
van segment with a line of extremely versatile products suitable for solving the needs of
any type of travel and traveller. They are also
aesthetically exclusive, perfectly efficient and
functional on a technical and technological
level,” he continued.
R-Bike for Mercedes Sprinter, Ford Transit and
Volkswagen Crafter will be available from
January 1, 2022.
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Curved and flat premium
windows from Polyplastic
Polyplastic by Lippert, a well known brand of high quality windows for the RV market,
bets on its premium range of products at CSD 2021: the Polyvision line comes with two
brilliant, high performing and efficient solutions for flat or curved walls

P

olyvision is a high quality range of aluminum frame windows by Polyplastic,
the Nederland based company specialized in production for the global RV market, starting from the raw acrylic material to
the design and manufacturing of integrated acrylic-based solutions. The Polyplastic
Group, acquired by Lippert in 2019, also, includes two other companies, Delta Glass and
Double Cool, strictly involved in production
and supply. The Polyvision range of windows
by Polyplastic, on display at the Caravan Sa-
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lon 2021 introduces itself to the market with
two models: Polyvision Aero and Polyvision
Curved. Both systems are aluminum framed
and double formed acrylate windows, UV stable cast, and both integrate a thermal bridge
to prevent condensation and enforce a better
isolation. This barrier against the cold bridge
is embedded into the frame with 75mm radiused corners.
In detail, Polyvision Aero is a flush framed
window specifically designed for flat walls
and Polyvision Curved is designed and engi-

Schaudt boosters: indispensable
on motorhomes with EURO 6 engines
M

arkdorf, Germany – Schaudt GmbH
Elektrotechnik & Apparatebau is a
leading supplier of electronic controls and
energy management systems for the European Caravan Industry.
Located in Markdorf, Germany, Schaudt,
acquired by Lippert in April 2021, has
been supplying the recreational vehicle
market in Germany and throughout Europe for over 40 years.

WA 12545

Schaudt has, therefore, proven to key European caravan manufacturers over many years
that it delivers innovative power supply systems, boosters, controlling solutions, indicator
panels, and linking all of these systems and
making them completely expandable. These
products are setting new standards within the
industry.
Among the latest additions to the Schaudt
catalogue is the WA 121545 booster which
expands its range of service battery charging
optimizers for motorhomes alongside the less
powerful WA 12525.
The Schaudt boosters are designed for
optimal charging of lead acid, lead gel,
AGM and lithium batteries LiFePO4
while driving motorhomes with 12
V systems. These are extremely
efficient products especially
for vehicles with EURO 6
engines which have alternators designed for energy-saving charging. In
these cases, the charging
voltage fluctuates strongly according to the
driving conditions, and
without a booster, the
charging is inefficient.
The booster is a switch mode-up/step-down
converter that compensates for the fluctuating alternator voltage and provides a high

WA 12525

charging current. If there is an alternator signal
“D +”, it goes into operation with a very high
level of efficiency. A built-in fan is very quiet
and only runs at high performance When a
battery temperature sensor is connected, the
charging voltages are adapted to the battery
temperature.
But even if a traditional alternators is being
used, the recharging of the service battery is
significantly improved by using the booster.
In particular, in the case of long charging cables, the charging current is much higher; and
in the case of AGM batteries that require a
charging voltage of 14.7 V, the use of a booster is essential.
On the WA 12545 model, the maximum
charging current can be selected from four
values: 45, 55, 63 or 70 A.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Model

Output Current

Input Voltage

Output Voltage

Reverse Current

Weight

Dimensions (HxLxW)

WA 12545

45 to 70 A

12 to 15 V

13,4 - 14,7V

< 0,2 mA

1150 gr

73 x 170 x 193 mm

WA 12525

20 to 30 A

12 to 15 V

13,7 - 14,7V

< 0,4 mA

410 gr

59 x 148 x 95 mm

neered for curved chassis with Radius 5000.
Polyvision Curved is currently designed for
campervans based on Fiat Ducato chassis
but, due to the unstoppable growth of the
demand for campervans, a well-defined trend
of this historical moment of the RV market,
Polyplastic is now engineering, also, developments of the product aimed to equip different vehicles, starting from a version for Ford
Transit chassis.
Polyvision Aero, instead, having a flat shape,
makes versatility its decisive point and can be
installed as a window system on motorhomes
and caravans with flat wall in any thickness.
Both systems, thanks to an extreme design
and Polyplastic’s expert use of materials, fit
into the chassis of the client’s vehicle with a
frame just protruding 8 mm; the acrylic window, in turn, integrates into the aluminum
frame, The window system is clamped with
supplied clips, so that no holes need to be
made in the wall for mounting. Polyvision

systems, also, offer the option for sliding
windows, aimed to those clients who need
to open lights close to entrance doors or, for
instance, when installing standard accessories
such a bike rack or similar on the back wall
for motorhomes. Polyvision Aero and Poly
Curved are available, for an immediate and
guaranteed in delivery times use on client’s
production lines, in the most popular standard
windows sizes on the RV market. A complete
customization, however Polyplastic remarks,
is also possible in dimensions for those customers who have particular construction or
style needs: “Our R&D Department is always
ready to listen to client’s needs and motivated to constantly grow also by client’s inputs”
says Lorenzo Manni, Vice President Sales, Lippert RV Europe.
As the dimensions, also colors of the aluminum frame of Polyvision Aero and Curved
can be totally customized in the process, in
order to match, if needed, with the client’s

palettes. The standard color offer, in both
ranges, is yet very extensive and includes all
window components. In the original configurations, indeed, both Polyvision Aero and
Curved, offer the aluminum frame in Black,
Graphite and Natural colors. The acrylic of
the window is available in two options: Gray,
Transparent, or Privacy Black version, with a
dark effect from the outside. Based on the
acrylic selection, then the client can choose
the print screen’s color: Black or Graphite or,
ultimately, a window without printscreen.
“The flushy design of both products, Aero
and Curved, their several technical and color
options, their complete customizability, make
them a particularly popular choice by our customers for their premium vehicle ranges: all
Polyvision solutions are, without any doubt,
a luxury feature aimed to the clearest and elegant design a builder can offer to his most
demanding end user” concludes Lorenzo
Manni.
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